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3. Claims. (Cl. 156-16) 
The present invention relates to a window fix 

ture, and more specifically to shades and venti 
lato's for WindoWS and the like. 
One object of the invention, among others, is 

to improve upon the type of device disclosed in 
the patent of R. Guyer, granted February 23, 
1937, as No. 2,071,830. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a 

shade or ventilator which in practice can be suc 
cessfully made of paper or similar material. 
A further object is to provide an improved 

shade or ventilator which is simple and inexpen 
sive of manufacture, so that it has the advantage 
of mass production and sales. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

an improved shade or ventilator construction, 
wherein are obviated certain disadvantages and 
weaknesses inherent in such devices when con 
structed of paper stock or other flexible material 
of an inherently weak or flimsy character. 
Another object is to improve the appearance 

and the durability of shades or ventilators of the 
general character above mentioned. 
The foregoing and other objects are attained 

by the means described herein and disclosed in 
the accompanying drawings, in which: 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a ventilated 
shade, or a ventilator, embodying the present in 
vention. 

Fig. 2 is a fragmental cross-Sectional View 
taken on line 2-2 of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 is an elevational view of a second form 
of shade, with the ventilating feature optionally 
omitted, embodying the present invention. 

Fig. 4 is an end view of the Fig. 3 device, look 
ing from left to right. 

Fig. 5 is an enlarged fragmental perspective 
view of the device of Figs. 3, and 4, showing the 
construction in detail. 
In the manufacture of window shades utiliz 

ing paper or other flimsy Semi-rigid material, 
various problems are met in the attempt to over 
come the disadvantages and difficulties resulting 
from the inherent weakness or lack of rigidity in 
the shade material. Any structural parts of 
such a shade or ventilator which are not ade 
quately supported, will eventually lose their in 
tended shape, usually by drooping, especially 
when subjected to moisture or a damp atmos 
phere. It is therefore necessary to structurally 
compensate for the inherent weakness of the 
material, when constructing shades or ventilators 
of paper or the like, and even certain types of 
cloth or fabric, especially when the shades or 
ventilators are constructed in simulation of Wene 

tian blinds. One of the primary objects of the 
present invention is to improve the structural 
features of a paper or cloth shade manufactured 
in simulation of Venetian blinds or the like, so 
that Such shades or ventilators may be offered on 
the market as a practical and satisfactory article 
of merchandise. 
With reference to Fig. 1 of the accompanying 

drawings, the character 7 indicates generally the 
main body portion of a shade or ventilator em 
bodying the present invention. The upper end 
of the structure is indicated at 8, and the lower 
end, at 9. One of the principal features of the 
device, and which should be particularly noted, is 
the provision of opposite sheets, these sheets 
making up the composite structure and forming 
the front and rear of the shade or ventilator. 
The sheets of Fig. 1 may be indicated by the char 
acters 0 and f2 and in the form of the invention 
illustrated therein they may be of equal length, . 
or. Substantially so. It is immaterial whether the 
sheets to and 2 be joined or formed integrally 
at the top of the shade or ventilator, it being 
clearly evident that the sheets may depend from 
opposite sides of the Supporting bar 3 whether 
the sheets be actually joined or not along the up 
per edge of Said rod 3. Throughout the disclo 
Sure, therefore, it is to be considered that sheets 
0 and 2 may be joined together at the support 

f3 as shown, or they may be hung from the sup 
port rod 3 as physically separated and individ 
ual sheets. This, of course, is entirely immate 
rial to the invention. 
The lower end of the shade or ventilator body 

may be Supported in any Suitable manner, upon a 
rigid cross-member or reenforcing element 4, 
which may be of any desired shape or thickness. 
Each of the sheets 0 and 2 is folded trans 

versely of its length, at spaced intervals, to pro 
Wide pairs of elongated panels 5 and 6, the suc 
cessive folds being formed in reverse directions 
SO as to provide the alternate exterior and inte 
rior hinges 7 and 8, respectively. In that form 
of the invention disclosed in Figs. 1 and 2, the in 
terior hinges 8 of sheet 2 are secured to the 
corresponding interior hinges of sheet 0, and the 
connections whereby the sheets are thusly joined 
may be effected in any Suitable manner, Such as 
by means of the Stitching indicated at 9. It 
should be understood that stitching is one of 
the many known expedients which could be used 
for joining the sheets together at intervals, at or 
near the interior hinges of the succession of 
panels. The use of staples, adhesives, and vari 
OuS forms of clamping or Securing means are con 
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templated as being within the scope of the inven 
tion. The folding of the sheets as stated results 
in a multiplicity of elongated panels arranged in 
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ZigZag fashion, with adjacent panels disposed SO 
that their planes intersect at the folds or hinges, 
at angles which may be varied by elevating and 
lowering the lower support member 4. Any 
suitable means may be employed for elevating 
and lowering the lower end of the Shade or venti 
lator, and by way of example there is shown a 
cord arrangement suitable for the purpose. The 
cord 26 may be passed through apertures such as 
2 and 22 in each of the sheets ( and 2, so that 
the lower poition 23 of the cord Supports the ele 
ment 4. The two ends of the cord extend up 
Wardly at opposite sides of the shade or ventila 
tor, where they may be directed through a guide 
24, which may be simply a screw eye. The two 
ends 25 and 26 of the cord 20 may then be di 
rected horizontally through other guide means 
27 and 28, whence they depend, as at 29 and 32, 
to a position at which they may be manipulated 
for elevating and lowering the shade. A second 
cord 3 may be similarly associated with the 
shade structure at its opposite side, to furnish 
pull cords 30 and 33 corresponding to those indi 
cated at 28 and 32. When the cords are pulled 
downwardly in unison, the shade is elevated, and 
by releasing them the shade may be lowered. 
The weight of the lower cross-piece. A generally 
is sufficient to effect a lowering of the shade when 
the pull cords are free or unrestrained. Elevat 
ing or lowering of the shade or ventilator will, of 
course, change the angular relationship of the 
succession of panels in both sheets 0 and 2. 
The device may be operated with one or more 

dra W cords. 
shade may be used as a Window Weintiliator to be 
fitted adjustably betWeen the uprights of a Win 
dow frame. When thusly used, the structure is to 
be turned ninety degrees from the Fig.1 position, 
So that it is extendable and collapsible in a hori 
zontal direction instead of vertically. 
In instances wherein it is desirable to impart 

ventilating characteristics to the shade, suitable 
apertures of a desired configuration may be pro 
vided in the various panels of the sheets and 
t2. Assuming that the sheet 0 is exposed to the 
exterior of a window, and sheet 2 to the interior 
of a room, it is preferable to furnish apertures 

2. Such as 35 in the uppermost panels 5. The op 
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posed side of the shade then Would have the cor 
responding apertures 36 thereof located in the 
lowermost panels 6. By preference, though not 
necessarily, the innermost edges of the aper 
tures 35 and 36 are located in close proximity 
with the connections 9 which at intervals secure 
the sheets 9 and 2 together. By reason of the 
construction just explained, Ventilation is pro 
vided in the direction of the arrows 3... and 38, 
along a tortuous path. Such disposition of the 
ventilating apertures, while affording the neces 
sary circulation of air, effectively obviates a direct 
line of vision through the shade. In this re 
spect, the present device is similar to a Venetian 
blind. In shades which are several feet in width, 
it may be desirable to provide connecting struts 
such as 39 of Fig. 1, to span the ventilating open 
ings at intervais, so that distortion may not occur 
due to lack of support across the apertures. Fig. 1 
shows both long and short apertures, which may 
be employed alternatively or in combination if 
desired. Where ventilation and admission of 
light is not particularly required, the shade may 
be constructed without ventilating openings. 

included by the panels 4 f. and 43. 

terior and exterior hinges. 

By omitting the draw cords, the 

2,201,356 
Figs. 3, 4, and 5 disclose a second form of the 

invention which, in its details of construction, 
distinguishes from the form disclosed in FigS. 1 
and 2. A primary distinction is that the sheets 
it and 2 are not of the same length, sheet 0 
being considerably longer than sheet 2. The 
upper panels 40 of sheet are shown as being. 
considerably wider... than the upper panels 4 of 
sheet 12, the same being true of the lower panels 
A2 and 43 of sheets 8 and 2, respectively. 
Moreover, the angles at which the pairs of panels 
At and 42 meet, are, more acute than the angles 

A feature 
which is to be particularly noted, is that the in 
terior angle or line of fold 44 between panels 4 
and 43 extends between the panels 40 and 42 of 
sheet e, so that when the shade is elevated or 
collapsed, the panels 4 and 43 will be embraced 
within the panels 40 and 42, the interior and 
exterior angles 44 and 45 respectively extending 
in a common direction. Accordingly, when the 
shade is lowered or extended to a sufficient ex 
tent, the sheet 2 may be quite flat, as indicated 
in Fig. 4, leaving the angular relationship of the 
panel of sheet quite clearly defined. 
As in the Fig. 1 device, the device of Figs. 3, 4, 

and 5 has its sheets () and f2 provided with in 
The exterior and in 

terior hinges of sheet is are indicated at 45 and 
46, respectively, whereas the exterior and interior 
hinges of sheet 2 are indicated at 37 and 44, re 
spectively. In that form of the device which is 
illustrated by FigS. 3, 4, and 5, it is not abso 
lutely necessary that the pairs of hinges 46 and 
4 be securely joined together in the mainner re 
quired for the device of Fig. 1. In other Words, 
the Switching or fastening operations joining the 
sheets 9 and 2 together intermediate their ends, 
may be eliminated entirely if desired. When the 
fastening or Stitching means are eliminated, it 
may be found desirable simply to furnish aper 
tures such as 50 in all of the panels near the 
junction of the pairs of hinges 46-47, as most 
clearly shown in Fig. 5, so that the pull cord 48 
may be threaded through the various perfora 
tions or apertures 59, thereby to impart to the 
pull cord the two-fold purpose of maintaining the 
pairs of hinges 46 and 4i in register, while at the 
Same time furnishing the means of elevating and 
lowering the shade. At the point 49, or else 
Where near the lower support bar 5, the sheets 

and 2 may be joined together, or fastened to 
the bar 5?, as desired. The character 66 in 
dicates Stitching or other fastening means for 
the sheets 0 and 2, in the region of support 57. 
The upper ends 52 and 53 of each pull cord 48, 
may be passed through suitable guides or eyelets 
6, 55, and 56, in Substantially the manner ex 
plained in connection with Figs. 1 and 2. The 
type of pull cord arrangement illustrated, is ex 
emplary Only, and may therefore be varied to suit 
individual circumstanceS or limitations of shade 
installation. 
The upper Support means for the composite 

shade may be simply a bar or rod 57, supported 
by the Window frane at its opposite ends. 

It is to be understood that the shade of Figs. 3, 
4 and 5 Optionally may be provided with ventilat 
ing apertures Corresponding to those of Figs. 
and 2, although such apertures are not illustrated. 
Wentilating apertures, when included in the 
Structure, would be formed in the panels 41, and 
42, So as to provide for entry of light and air 
While at the same time obstructing the line of 
Vision therethrough. 
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By referring to Fig. 2 and noting especially 

the relative positions of the ventilator openings, 
it Will at Once be understood that drawing the 
shade taut will result in disposing the apertured 
panels thereof Substantially in flatwise abutment 
against the opposed unapertured or Solid panels, 
thereby to effectually preclude through-vision, 
ventilation, and entry of light. If desired, a full 
length window may be equipped with two shades, 
one like Fig. 1 extending downwardly from the 
middle point of the Window height, and another 
Similar one inverted and extending upwardly 
from the middle point, so as to provide for con 
trolling entry of light and air at the upper and 
lower halves of the window, individually. The 
same effect can be obtained, of course, by making 
the shade of window length, and dividing the 
height of the shade in half by inserting of a Sup 
porting bar midway between the upper and lower 
ends of the shade, the ends of the bar being fixed 
to opposite sides of the Window at mid-height of 
the Window, thereby to alternatively provide for 
individually controlling the upper and lower 
halves of the shade. Many such variations are 
possible and Will most naturally Suggest them 
selves to the person skilled in the art, however all 
the various modes of Shade hanging are of Sec 
ondary importance to the present invention. 
The structure of the composite shade herein dis 
closed is of the essence of the invention, and it 
should be understood that various modifications 
and changes in the details thereof may be made, 
Within the Scope of the appended claims, with 
out departing from the spirit of the invention, 
What is claimed is: 
1. A window fixture which comprises in con 

bination a main body portion and opposite ends, 
said body portion comprising two opposed sheets 
each folded transversely of its length at spaced 
intervals, with successive folds reversed to pro 
vide alternate exterior and interior hinges, and 

3 
panels defined by Said hinges, and means secur 
ing the interior hinges of one sheet to correspond 
ing interior hinges of the other sheet, leaving the 
exterior hinges of both sheets free to move rela 
tively upon relative movement of the body por 
tion ends toward and from one another. 

2. A window fixture which comprises a body 
portion having opposite ends, said body portion 
comprising two opposed sheets of unequal length, 
said sheets each being folded transversely, at 
spaced intervals, with successive folds reversed to 
provide exterior and interior hinges, and panels 
defined by said hinges, the panels of the shorter 
sheet being narrower than the panels of the long 
er sheet, and arranged so that the interior hinges 
of said shorter sheet project between adjacent 
panels of the longer sheet and extend in the same 
general direction as the exterior hinges of Said 
longer sheet, and means for maintaining Sub 
stantially the relationship of the hinges and 
panels as stated. 

3. A Window fixture which comprises a body 
portion having opposite ends, said body portion 
comprising two opposed sheets of unequal length, 
Said sheets each being folded transversely at 
spaced intervals, with successive folds reversed to 
provide exterior and interior hinges, and panels 
defined by said hinges, the panels of the shorter 
sheet being narrower than the panels of the 
longer sheet, and arranged so that the interior 
hinges of said shorter sheet project between ad 
jacent panels of the longer sheet and extend in 
the same general direction as the exterior hinges 
of said longer sheet, and a guide cord arranged 
to hold the interior panel hinge of the longer 
sheet against the exterior panel hinge of the 
Shorter sheet, said hinges being disposed at One 
side of the cord while all other hinges of the two 
sheets assume positions at the opposite side of 
the cord. 

GERTRUDE H. TERRELL. 
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